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Purpose and Scope.

A-I
B-1
C-i

SETvI-ON I
GENERAL
The test operations procedures described herein

are intended to apply to the expanded service testing of a mortar
*This TOP supersedes M2'P 3-3-050, 3 July 1970, and 3-3-052, 14 May 1970.
Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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which consists of a barrel or tube, a mount composed of either a tube
support or a bipod, a baseplate, and a sight unit.
(This TOP does
not prescribe the procedures used in testing the sight unit: the
procedures for testing the sight unit are contained in TOP 3-3-067
Sight, Indirect Fire.)
These procedures also apply to the testing
of a mortar trainer, a device which permits training to be accomplished
when ammunition allowances and range limitations restrict training
to sub-caliber firing on reduced ranges or to the conduct of simulated
firing exercises.
With appropriate but minor modifications,

these procedures

can
also be u~ced to conduct an expanded service test of a carrier-mounted

:.

K

mortar.
A series of supporting tests for the carrier-mounted mortar
is included in appendix B.
The tube or barrel of a mortar may be smooth-bore or rifled, and
may contain either a baseplug and firing pin or some other kind of
firing mechanism.
The baseplate may contain a socket in which the
tube or barrel baseplug will fit,
and spades on the botton to provide
solid ground support.

"

I

The primary objectives of these test procedures are to p-rovide
the means by which a test officer can determine whether a test mortar
and its training and maintenance packages, or a mortar trainer and its
training and maintenance packages, meet the criteria contained in the
appropziate requirements documents, and if the test weapon or test
mortar trainer are suitable for use by tb. United State3 Army.
Current
standard mortars and mortar trainers shouid be used for comparisor: and
control purposes.
The environmental conditions applicable to this document are those
associated with climatic categories 5 and 6 specified in AR 70-38,
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation of Materiel for Extreme
Climatic Conditions.
As used herein, the night environment is defined
as: full moon, 1 x 10-2 to 4 x 10-2 foot ce.dles" half-moon, 1 x 10-3
to 4 x 10-4 foot candles:
to 4 x 103 foot candles- starlight, 1 x 10
overcast, 1 x 10-5 to 4 x 10-5 foot candles- dqwn and dusk, 1 to 10
foot candles- and twilight, 1 x 10-1 to 10 foot candles.
2.
Background.
In one form or another, mortars have been part of
the U.S. Army's inventory for many years.
And even though today's
standard mortars are excellent weapons, continued technological and
materiel advances require the Army to seek even better mortars, more
effective, efficient, and po,-erful.

II -i
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In its search for a better mortar, the Army seeks a weapon
that
is rugged, simple, stAble, and of the lightest
possible weight.
The mortar must be accurate; it must be so designed
that it can be
broken down into easily assembled and disassembled
man-portable
loads: a crew manning the mortar must be capable
of engaging targets
at the designated ranges (including minimum and maximum
ranges) using
bath direct and indirect laying procedures- and
the aiming and firing
procedures developed for use by mortar crews must
be uncomplicated
and capable of rapid completion.
The mortar must be so designed that
only a minimum number of personnel are required to
serve the weapon.
Several types of training devices have been developed,
none of
which has proved to be completely satisfactory.
The ideal mortar

trainer should permit realistic and effective training

in individual
and crew skills, particularly in fire adjustment.
The
training
activities so conducted should closely approximate
actual crew drill
and field firing.
3.

Equipment and Facilities.

a. Test mortars, mortar trainers, and accessories.
b. Control mortars,
b
c.

Sd

Training and maintenance test packages.

Anmiunition,
e.

mortar trainers, and accessories.

both service ammunition And training cartridges.

Photographic equipment,

and television cameras.

r

f.

including still,

motion picture

Communications equipment.

g.- Wheeled and tracked vehicles.
h.

Military aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing.

i.

Cleaning materials and lubricants.

j.

Meteorological instrumentation.

k.

Aiming circles.

1. Bnoculars.

_

A
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M. Plotting boards.
n.

Sight units.

o.

BC scopes.

p.

Stopwatches.

q.

Photometer.

r.

Safety and first aid equipment.

s.

Suitable firing ranges,

instrumented and otherwise.

t.
Suitable tactical field exercise areas, including drop and
landing zones.

SECTION II
TEST PROCEDURES
4.

Published MTP'JTOPs and the subtests listed

Supporting Tests.

below --

further defined where necessary in Section III --

should

be considered in formulating and developing an expanded service test
plan. Additvanal reference material is listed in appendix A.
In his preparations for the test, the test officer should
conduct the necessary administrative, personnel, and supply
preliminaries outlined in his test officer guide or manual, or in
his unit or organizational standard operating procedures. He must
keep in mind the fact that sufficient pretest training must be
accomplished to ensure that the test soldiers are equally familiar with
It is extremely important that the
the test and control items.
performance of the test mortar and test mortar trainer not be degraded
because the test troops were unfamiliar with the particular test item.
The test officer must also ensure that during each of his
supporting tests sufficient data must be collected to enable him to
arrive at valid conclusions. To determine the best way to collect
sufficient data, the test officer should consult with a statistical
analyst to develop an experimental design prior to preparing his test
plan, since a proper experimental design will aid in the control of bias.
Statistical guidance can be found in TOP 3-1-002, Confidence Intervals
and Sample Size, and in National Bureau of Standards Handbook 91,
Experimental Statistics.
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If possible,
officer inshculd
also consultof with
human
factors
personnel the
for test
assistance
the preparation
pertinent

•J

portions of hi& teRt plan and test reports, and for the development
of interview and questionnaire items.
TEST TITLE

REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

(1)

Preoperational Inspection
and Physical Characteristics

MTr 3-3-500

(2)

Safety

hITP 3-3-517

Personnel Training

MTP 3-3-501

(3)

:

(refer to para 5)

Ib

(4)

Disassembly, Assembly, Mounting,
and Dismounting (refer to para 6)

(3) Manipulation, Mortar
(refer to para 7)
(6)

Removal of Misfires, Mortar
(refer to pv-ra 8)

(7)

Stability, Mortar
(refer to para 9)
Fire Adjustment, Range, and

(8)

Accuracy, Mortar Trainer

"

Accuracy, Mortar
(refer to para 11)

(10)

Rate of Fire
(refer to para 12)

(11)

Tactical Employment, Mortar
(refer to para 13)

(12)

Realism, Versatility, and
Effectiveness, Mortar Trainer
(refer t, para 14)

*
(13)
*

(refer to para 10)

(9)

j7

Durability and Reliability

~(refer- to Para 15)

ki
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TEST TITLE

REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

j(14)Security from Detection, Mortar
§

(15)

Adverse Conditions, Mortar

(16)

Transportability, Mortar
(refer to Para 16)

(17)

.lity17)
Maintainab
(refer to para

(18)

Human Factors Engineering and
Troop Acceptability

(19)

Value Engineering (refer to para 18)

TOP 1-3-515
MTP 3-3-524

MTP 3-3-521

III
SECTIONINSTRUCTIONS
SUPPLEMENTARY
5.

Perscnnel Training.
a.

Mortar.

(1) MTP 3-3-501, Personnel Training, outlines the general
procedures that should be followed to determine the type and duration
of the instruction required to train test soldiers in the use of the
particular test item, whether a proposed program of instruction (POI)
is adequate to develop proficiency in the use of a test item, and

whether the test item meets the training criteria contained in the
appropriate requirements documents.

(2) The test offcer must ensure that the test soldiers
clearly understand what is to be accomplished by the testing program.
Further, if he determines thrt the test soldiers are already familiar
with the control mortar, he then knows he must place additional emphasis
on their training with the test mortar to overcome any bias caused by
previous use or familiarization.
(3) WV.en assessing the training package, if the test officer
should determine that the proposed POI is inadequate, he should draw
therefrom specific co-iclusions and formulate detailed recommendations
for improving the adequacy of the POI.

6
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Mortar Trainer.Sb.
(1) Except for portions of the supporting test descrihed in
paragraph 14 below, the test soldiers should be fully qualified mortar
gunners and mortar crewmen.
Throughoutencountered,
the period and
of training,
the test officer
note any (2)
difficulties
the time required
to orientshould
and

i

familiarize the test crews prior to conducting operational training
exercises.
As with the
S(3)mortar, sufficient pretest training must be
conducted to insure that the test soldiers are equally familiar with
the test and control nortar trainers.

j

6.

Disassembliag, Assembling, Mounting, and Dismounting.
a.

I

U

*
f

Objective.

To determine the time required and any problems associated
with disassembling, assembling, mounting, and dismounting the mortar
or mortar trainer.
b.

Method..

S{)(1)and Assembling
Disass~eabhng

i

(a) "he apprc;priate operator an technical manuals should
be consulted to determine which parts of the test mortar or test mortar
trairer can be disassemblei and assembled by the mortar crews, and which
parts by unit or organizational armorers.
(b) Test =Crtar or test mortar trainer crews should
in the
disassemble those parLs so designated as their responsibility
the process on
operator and technical. manuals,

and should then repeat

the control mortars or mortar trainers.
(c) Unit or organizational armorers should also
disassembli those parts of the test mortars or mortar trainers designated
as their responsibility, and should repeat the process on the control
mortars or mortar trainers.
(d) When sufficient data has been collected on disassembly,
test crews should then assemble those same parts on the test mortars or

7
9S!
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trainers, and should repeat the process on the control mortars or

S~trainer

(e)
Unit or organizational armorers should also assemble
those parts on the test mortars or trainers designated as their
responsibility, and should repeat the process on the control mortars
or trainers.

P

Disassembly and assembly procedures should be
(f)
accomplished under adverse as well as ideal climatic conditions.
(2)

Mounting and Dismounting

(a) Following the guidance given in the operator's
manual, test crews should mount the test mortar or te•t mortar trainer,
and should then repeat the mounting process with the control mortar
or mortar trainer.
(b) When sufficient data on mounting the mortar or mortar
trainer has been acquired, test crews should then dismount the test
mortar or trainer, and should repeat the dismounting process with the
control mortar or trainer.
(c)
Mounting and dismounting exercises should be conducted
during daylight hours and during the hours of darkness in all types of
prevailing weather conditions.
c.

Data Required.

(1) Times required by test crews and by unit or organizational
armorers to disassemble the mortar or mortar trainer parts for both the
test and control mortars or the test and control mortar trainers.
Times required by Lest crews and by unit or organizational
(2)
armorers to assemble mortar or mortar trainer parts on bc 'i the test
and control mortars or mortar trainers.
A record of any particular difficulties encountered by
(3)
and by the unit or organizational arnicrers in disassembling
crews
test
the
or assembling the parts of either the test and control mortars or the
test and contro) mortar trainers.

8
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(4) Times required by test crews to mount, and then to dismount,
the test and control mortars or the test and control mortar trainers.
(5)
A record of any particular difficulties encountered by the
test crews in mounting and dismounting the test and control mortars or
the test and eontrol mortar trainers.
d.

Analytical Plan.

(1)
Comments and observations concerning disassembling,
assembling, mounting, and dismounting of both the test and control
items should be subjectively evaluated.
(2)

All other collected data should be evaluated to determine

whether the criteria S~met.
specified in

7.

the requirements documents have been

Manipulation (For Mortar Only).
I

a. Objective.
To determine the manipulation characteristics of the test

j

I
I
[•

mortar relative to the operation of handwheels,
b.

A

adjustments, and supports.

Method.

(1) Once the test mortars have beem emplaced on a firing line
on an appropriate firing range, the test officer should conduct various
manipulation exercises to determine:
(a) The traverse capability to the left and to the
right, and the maximum elevation capability of the test mortar.
(b) The ability to manipulate the test mortar, to
and large shifts within the limits of the traversing
small
both
include
mechanism.
(c)

The ability to manipulate the test mortar when it

becomes necessary to shift the direction of fire outside the traversing

mechanism litaits.
(d)
The number of mils change in elevation and in
traverse as tnle result of one turn of the appropriate handwheel, and any
lost motion voticed during the turn.

9
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(e)
A record should be kept of the sight throw-off in
direction
which
results
from tothe
cant induced
in the
the mortar
cross-leveling
and test
elevation,
maximum
when elevating fromminimum

-

correction required.
(f)
A record should be kept of the sight throw-off in
elevation which results from the cant induced in the test mortar when
traversing from center to left and center to right, and the crossleveling correction required.
(g) Notation should be made of the amount of adjustment
required to chango from the maximum to the minimum range.
(2)
When sufficient data on the test mortar has been obtained
from the above exercises, the test officer should then have the test
crews repeat the exercises using the control mortars.
(3)
Comparative manipulation excrcises should be determined
by using the mortar attitudes contained in the preliminary operating
and maintenance manual (POMM), or in the provisional handbook, for
the mortar being tested.
(4)

Manipulation exercises should be conducted both during

the hours of daylight and the hours of darkness.
c.

Data Required.

A record of the total traverse capability and the average
(1)
traverse change in mils provided for each full turn of the traversing
handwheel.
(2)

A rtcoxd cf tiwe tct-al elevation capability and elevation

change in mils provided for each fill

turn of the elevation bkandi.Icel

A record of the ease of manipulation, the average times
(3)
required, and the number of men needed to manipulate the mortar during
the various prescribed shifts.
(4) A record of the sight throw-off in deflection and
elevation and the cross-leveling required.
(5)
A record of the. adjustment reqluired to change from the
minimum to maximum range.

10
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(6) A description of the test mortar attitudes used, sights
employed, and elevations.
(7)
A record of the smoothness of gear operation in elevation
and traverse, and the.. smoothness of operation using both coarse and Zine

adjustments of the cross-leveling mechanism.

(8) A record of the amount of handwheel effort required
throughout the entire elevation and traverse.

(9) A record of any inconveniences caused by the location
of the handwheels, taking into account the possibility of interferences
between the hand of the gunner and the tube support or the traverse yoke.
d.

Analytical Plan.

(1) Comments and observations concerning manipulation of both
the test and control mortars should be subjectively evaluated.
(2) All other collected data should be evalu&aed to determine
whether the criteria specified in the requirements documents have been
met.
8.

Removal of Misfires (For Mortar Only).
a.

Objective.
To evaluate the safety aspects associated with removing a misfire

from the test mortar.
b.

Method.

(1) Using the test mortars only, and following the procedures
outlined in the operator's manual, a?) test crew members sh~lJ .e

rounds from the mortzr
required to remove rimul&teti misftr'es using dtu=
tubes, rotating positions until each man has served in a different crev
position.
(2)

When sufficient data has been collected on the removal of

misfires from the test mortars,
the control mortars.

c.

the exercises should be repeated using

Data Required.

(1) A record of the time required to remove the misfires from
both the test and control moi'tars..
X

13
•
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(2)

A record of the ease and safety of the removal of the

misfires from both the test and control mortars.

(3) A record of any problems noticed dur-ng the removal of
the simulated misfires, and whether any deviation from the prescribed
procedures outlined in the operator's manual vas necessary.
d.

Analytical Pl-n.
(1)

Comments and obser-a.ticns concerning the removal of misfires

from both the test and coutrol mortars should be subjectively evaluated.
All other collected data will be evaluated to determine
(2)
whether the criteria specified in the requirements documents have been
met. If deemed nece.sary and d'.sirable by the test officer, a modified
misfire removal technique should be developed and recommended for
adoption.

9.

Stability (For Mortar Only).
a.

Objective.

To determine the manner and the degree to which the test mortar
retains its lay-during firings under a range of conditions representative

of mortar usage.
b.

Method.
W

The test and control mortars should be emplaced on identical,

If used, reinforcing expedients such as logs and sandlevel surfaces.
bags should be described and photographed;they should also be employe•
co an et,,al de~rce with both the test and control mortars.
!,fter the bauepla'-etr have been firmly seated, both the test
'(2)
and control mortars should be fired in a series of exercises which
combine the fdllcNwing conditions.
(a)

Traverse -- maximum left, maximum right, and center.

(b)

Charge -- maximum, Intermediate,

(c)

Range

--

maximum,

and minimum,

intermediate, and minimum.
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Soil
shallk,

-. .

4 eep.

(e)

--

S'J(d)
varied,

such as sandy, loam, clay, rocky,

Cartridge group -- to be determiued from requirements

decuments.
(3) Note the tocal vertical and horizontal baseplate displacement
of the baseplate and during the firing exercises, and
seating
during
sight throw-off during the firing exercises. Extensive use should be
made of direct measurements and photography to record such displacement.
(4) After sufficient data has been collected from the level
firing exercises, the- test and concrol mortars should be emplaced in
identical positions on various degrees of slopes, and the firing
"exercises repented. The firing exercises should also be conducted with
the mortars emplaced on sand, on mud, on very hard ground, and fired
from unprepared positions. After each firing exercise, notation should
be made of taseplate displacement, if any, and sight throw-o/f, if any,
the type cartridges fired, the charge used on each cartridge, and the
elevation of the tube for each cartridge.
(5) During tUe firing exercises, the test supervisory personnel
should make careful note of the seating ol the baseplate and should
record the following:
(a)
(b)

Seating adequacy on unprepared soil
The necessity to use field expedients

(c)

Preparations made to the various firing positions

(d) Tha t2umber of rounds required to seat the baseplate
in each of the various types of soil
(e) Any coments relative to the ease or difficulty of
seating the nortars should be noted.
(6) If the constraints are suct; is to preclude the conduct
of this supporting test. the stability of tne test mortar should be
determined during the conduct of the other iupporting tests, such as
accurecy and rate of fire.

13
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Data Required

c.

(1) Atty information pertaining to stability which might have
been derived from other supporting tests.

A

(2) The, sight threw-off and baseplate displacement occuring
while firing the mortars under the variovs test conditions, and the
type cartridges fired, the charge used on each cartridge, and the
elevation of the tube for each cartridge.
(3)

Information on and the necessity for us:>ig reinforcing

expedients.
(4)

Seating adequacy on slopes and on unprepared soils, to

include the types of soil.
(5)

The preparations made to the firing positions, if any.

(6)

The number of rounds required for each seating.

(7)

Comments from the tesc soldiers and from test supervisory

personnel on the ease or difficulty in seating the baseplate.
d.

Analytical Plan.

All collected data should be subjectively evaluated to
determine whether the criteria specified "in the requirements do:uments

have been met,

"10. Fire Adjustment, Range, and Accuracy (Mortar Trainer Only).
a.

Objectives.

The objectives of this subtest are to determine:

(1) The effectiveness of fire adjustment.
k2) The range of the- prcle-.t'les fireid and t7ain:Lng
area requirements.
(3) The accuracy and dispersion pattern of the projectiles

fired, and the accuracy of the accompanying firing tables.
(4)
and limitations.

Traverse, elevation, ar-d change adjustment capabilities

a

14

16A

I
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b. liethod.
(1) Prepare the test area, placing targets, aiming stakes, and
any other equipment as required to support the test trainer.

(2) Station test and control mortar trainers at various
surveyed firing positions whicn will permit the trainers to be fired at
all ranges from minimum to maximum, and at which deflection exercises
can be conducted while firing. Firing tables provided with the test
trainers should be used, and ali .:pplicable charges should be fired.

S~should

A

(3) A number of rounds from the test and control trainers
the
appropriate training manuals and firing tables. The number of rounds
be fired in accordance with the instructions contained in

to be fired should be determined from the statistical evaluation
performed during the pretest preparation planning perioa.
(4)
of charges.
c.

Data Required.
(1)

(1

Firing exercises should be repeated for the various groups

Impact coordinates for each group of cartridge.s.

(2) The range probable error and deflection probable error
for each group of cartridges.

t

(3) The number of rounds fired at each range; the renges to
targets; the firing table ranges: and the charge used on each cartridge.
(4) Meteorological conditions throughout the firing periods,
taken at hourly intervals.
(5)

Fire adjustments (forward observers'

request and corrections),

and fire commands from fire direction center to gun locations.
te

(6)

Malfunctions or other occurences which have a bearing on

the results of the firing exexclses.
(7)
Sd.

A description of training area requirements.

Analytical Plan.

(1)

Calculate the mean range probable error and mean deflection

probable error and determine an appropriate lower confidence limit for
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each. Perform an appropriate statistical test to determine if a
significant difference-exiEts between the mean range probable error

and the mean deflection probable error lor the test and control
trainers.

I

(2)
Comments by test soldiers and observations by test
supervisory
should
be subjectively
evaluated
determine
if there is personnel
a significant
difference
in the ease
of uz•e to
beetween
the
test and control trainers.
(3)

All collected data should be evaluated to determine the

training area requirements for the test mortar trainer, and a comparison

should be made with the requirements for the control mortar trainer.
11.

Accuracy (For Mortar Only).
a.

Objective.
To determine if

the test mortar meets the criteria established

for range and deflection probable errors.
b.

Method.
(1)

General Procedures.

(a)
All rounds of a mean point of impact (MPI) group
should be fired under the same environmental conditions.
(b) MPI groups should not be fired when the ambient
conditions are irregular, i.e., high gusty winds, rapid changes during
frontal passages, and the like.
(c) Rounds should be fired at a deliberate rate to
avoid the buildup of heat in the tubes and to minimize the effects
of weather changes.

to remain in

(d) The rounds of ammunition should not be allowed
the tube f"r neriods 1 'Nger than 2 minutes.

(e) All ammunition to be fired should be taken fromt
the same lot number, and provisions should be made to insure the
ammunition is properly stored at all times.
Appropriate firing tables,
(f)
should be available at each firing position.

16
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Pre-firing procedures:

(a) Firing positions should be selected and surveyed
so that the test and control mortars can be fired at short range, midrange,
and long range from identical surfaces. Cartridge groups should be
fired alternately from the test and control mortars.
(b) To determine the impact location of each projectile,
a minimum of three flash observation posts should be surveyed to an
accuracy of 1/3,000. Caution should be exercised in the selection of
these positions to ensure that the observers can see the burst of each
round, not just rising or blowing smoke.
(c) MWf 3-2-825, Location of Impact or Airburst Positions,
can be used as a guide in establiahing the observation stations and the
methods to be used in observing and recording the projectile impacts or
bursts. It is possible for those procedures to be supplemented by
radar, motion pictures, or geophones, if such are available and can be
readily installed on an appropriate range.
(d) The firing positions and the impact area for each
11PI group should be on approximately level or gently sloping ground.
(3)

Firing Procedures:

(a) Base plates should be properly seated and normal
prefiring checks accomplished.
(b) Three cartridge groups should be fired, on at the
extreme left traverse, one at the extreme right traverse, and one at
the center traverse position, with the gunners relayir• the mortars
after each cartridge. The groups should be fired at short ranges,
midranges, and long ranges.
(c) The point of impact for each cartridge should be
recorded as shown in 14TP 3-2-825.
(d) The sight unit should remain mounted on the mortar
during all firirig in this snbte•t.
c.

Data Required.
(1)

(2)
of impact.
(3)

Grid coordinates of each observation post.
Instrument readings from each observation post to each point
Center of impact for each cartridgF group.

17
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(4)

Range probable error.

(5)

Deflection orobable error.

k

i.l

Analytical Plan.

(1) Deflection and range probable errors for each cartridge
group should be cooputed by one of two methods -- standard deviation
or successive differences.
(2)
If trends existed during the firing tests, such as
increasing
wind, the successive differences method should
a constantly
yield the best estimate of probable errors. If no trends were present,
the standard deviation methJ should yield the best results. If large
differences exist between the two methods, the results should be
carefully examined and the causes investigated.
(3) The mean range probable error and mean deflection probable
error should be calculated and an appropriate lower confidence limit
determined for each. An appropriate statistica:l test should be performed
to determine if a significant difference exist between the mean range
probable error and the mean deflection probable error for the test and
control mortars.
(4) Cocments by test soldiers and by test supervisory personnel
should be subjectively evaluated to determine if the test mortars
demonstrate a significant difference in ease of use.
12.

( 2

Rate ot Fire.
a.

Objectives.

(1) To determine if the crew of a test mortar can conduct
sustained fire at the rate of fire stated in the requirements documents.
(2) -To determine if the crew of a test mortar can conduct
the maximum rate of fire, within the physical capabilities of the
crew, for a specified period of time.
(3) For the mnortar trainer, to determine whether the
test trainer will permit the gunner to operate a-ad manipulate the
device while the trainer is being fired at a sustained rate of fire.
b.

Method.
(1)

For the mortar trainer:

(a) The test mortar should be fired at a sustained rate
of fire for a specified period oi: time at a specified rate of fire.
18
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The rate of fire should be determined from the operating instructions
or the requirements documents which accompany the test trainer.
(b) The test trainer should be set in its maximum
elevated position, and the maximum service charge should be i•sed.

|

(c) During one series of exercises, the gunner should not
be required to perform any manipulation exercises. During another series,
the gunner should be required

to manipulate the test trainer.

(d) During the course of the various firing exercises,
a record should be kept of each mortar trainer crew's ability to
conduct sustained fire, and of the gunners' ability te conduct manipulation
exercises during the conduct of sustained fire.
(2)

I

For the morter:

(a) Prior to firing the exercises listed below, the
mortar emplacements should be reinforced to the extent necessary to
insure adequate stability.
(b) A specified number of cartridges should then be
fired from the test mortar at an appropriate range as rapidly as
possible, for a specified period of time, relaying after each cartridge.
The exact number of cartridges in this group and the exact period of
time should be specified in the appropriate requirements documents. The
rate of fire achieved will be recorded. This exercise should be fired
by each of three test soldiers.
..

Since the capability to maintain the sustained

rate of fire indefinitely is contingent on the capability of the mortar
tube to withstand the resulting temperatures, that capability can only
be established through an instrumented engineering test. See MTP 3-2-050,
Mortars, for the various ngineering tests used to determine the functioning
capabilities of mortars under various operating conditions.
2. The firing exercises described above should be
mortar, under like conditions.
control
the
repeated with
(c) The te.st and control
and maximum charge at
elevation
minimum
within the physical
mortar
the
relaying
of time, usually
period
specified
for a

f

mortaLs should then be fired at
the maximum rate of fire, without
capabilities of the mortar crew,
for 1 minute. The area covered,
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U

base plate displacement, sight throw-off, and rate of fire should be
recorded.

r1. The maximum rate of fire exercise should be
repeated with the mortar set at maximum elevation and with the minimum
charge being used. During this exetcise, the sight: unit should remain
on the mortar and the gunner should retain the lay of the mortar to the
extent possible while the mortar is being fired.
(d) Special attention should be given throughout all
the firing exercises to detect effects on personnel attributable to
blast, flash, or smoke on the mortar squad or on the fire control
equipment.
(e) If at all possible TV recordings and colored mction
pictures should be taken of all firing exercises conducted during this
supporting test.
c.

Data Required.
(1)

For the mortar trainer:

(a) The number of rounds fired, the elevation set on the
trainer, and the charges used.
(b) The duration of the sustained fire period, the wind
speed, and the direction of the wind.
(c) The range to tha point of impact for each round, the
deflection to the point of impact for each round, and any malfunctions
or other occurrences having a bearing on the test results.
(2)

For the mortar:

(a) The time required to fire the specified number of
cartridges, and the rate of fire.
(b) A comparison of the speed of firing when using the
test and control mortars.

S(c)

The number of cartridges fired in each exercise.
(d) The effects of blast, smoke, and flash on visibility,
operation of fire control equipment, and members of the firing crews

V
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(e) Thefor.ange
group.deflection probable error,
each probable
cartridgeerror,
and center of impact

V

(f)

The temperature, wind speed and direction, and any

inclement weather conditions encountered during the firing of each

cartridge group.
(g) The total base plate displacement and sight throw-off
after each cartridge group has been fired.
d.

Analytical Plan.
(1)

For the mortar trainer:

All data collected during this supporting test should be
collated and reduced to concise, workable form. The data should then
be analyzed to identify any deficiencies or shortcomings to determine If
the test objectives were met and if the test trainer meets the established
requirements criteria.
(2)

For the mortar:

(a) A subjective evaluation should be made to determine
if the test mortar is safe to fire at all ranges at the maximum rate of
fire within the physical capabilities of a mortar crew for a particular
period of time under all cli.atic conditions.
(b) Both a subjective and an objective evaluation should
be accomplished to determine if the test mortar can be fired for an
indefinite period of time at all ranges and with the accuracy specified
as being essential.
1. Accuracy computations can be accomplished as
outlined in paragraph 11d, above.
2. CoQments by test soldiers and observations
by test supervisory personnel should be subjectively evaluated to
determine if the test mortars demonstrate a significant difference
in ease of use.
13.

Tactical Employment (For Ho••Lar • It'
)
Objective.

a.

To determine if the test mortars, under tactical field firing
conditions, meet the accuracy and other specified criteria contained
in the requirements documents.

\_23
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(1) This supporting test should extend over an a--)ropriate
period of time and should be conducted under tactical field'conditions.
It should include a series of tactical exercises.
(2) Test mortar squads should be thoroughly trained in the
operating characteristics and the tactical employment of both the
test and control mortars.
(3) This test should be conducted a minimum of 2 times to
permit a changeover of morte':, squads to take place, so that each squad
uses the test mortar, and ,.ach squad uses the control mortar.
(4) A suggested series of tactical exercises is found
in appendix C.
(5) Prior to firing each cartridge group, the mortar.
sights should be calibrated as explained in the appropriate mortar
field manual. After each fire mission the sight should be recalibrated
and any deviation in azimuth and elevation noted.
Data Required.

c.

(1)

The ease of handling and any difficulties encountered.

The ease and time required to place t he mortars in and
(2)
to take the mortars out of action.

K)

(3) The ease and time raquired to register, and the number
of cartridges required for registration.
(4)

The time required to complete each fire mission.

(5) The range to center of impact, the probable deflection
error, and the probable range error of the fire for effect of those
exercises not requiring traversing fire techniques.
(6)

The ease of m•intaining the lay of the mortar during firing.

(7) The total baseplate displacement and sight throw-off airer
!.he firing of each cartridge group.
(8) The compatibility of the protective mask and hood with
the test and control mortars.

I
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(9)

The ease and speed witl which the test and ccatrol mortars

cn be laid during the hours of darkness.I
!•|

(10) The types and conditions of the soil on which the mortars

were emplaced.

(11) The temperature, wind speed ad direction, &Ad any
inclement weather conditions during each firing exercise.
|

(12) The compatibility of the HE, WP, and illumitvtting
cartridges with the test mortar.
Any loss of sight calibration for azimuth and elevation.

(13)
d.

Analytical Plan.
SI

(1) Data relative to the ease of handling, the ease and speed
of
of placing the mortar in action and taking the mortar out of action,
the ease and speed of registering, the rate of fire during th-.se
firing exercises which required rapid firing, the ease of maintaining
the lay of the mortar during firing, the compatibility of the mask
and hood with the mortars, the ease and speed with which the mortars
can be used during the hours of darkness, and the compatibility of the
HE, WP, and illuminating cartridges with the test mortar, and the
frequency, degree, and cause of lost sight calibration should be
evaluated to determine if the established requirements have been met.
The accuracy attained by the mortar crews during the
(2)
field tactical firing exercises should be obtained by using the
procedures outlined in paragraph 1ld, above.
14.

II

Realism, Versatility, and Effectiveness (Mortar Trainer Only).
a.

Objectives.

.(1) To determine how closely training activities approximate
actual drill activities, adjustment firing data computations, and
flting exercises.
(2) Ta determine the number of skills which can be effectively
practiced with the test mortar trainer.
(3) To determine the overall effectiveness of the test
mortar trainer as an aid to training.
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Method.

(1) Using the mortar trriner, test soldiers who are not
qualified mortar crewmen should be given training in observer,
fire control, and crew skilla. This training period should be
followed by firing exercices with the actual mortar and live
(2) Test soldiers who are experienced mortar crewmen should
be given refresher training exercises with the test trainers and then
should be questioned as to whether the test trainer would aid them
in maintaining their 6fficiency in mortar skills.
(3)
Throughout all the supporting tests, supervising personnel
should evaluate the test trainer's overall effectiveness as a training
aid. The evaluation should include the following:
(a) How closely the physical characteristics of the
trainer approximate that element or those elements of the mortar it
is designed to represent.
(b) Whether the prescribed procedures in the applicable
field manuals can be closely followed.
(c) The degree to which each crewman's activities approximate
the activities involved in actually firing a mortar.
(d) The amount of realism in the adjustment of fire andi
in fire%
control procedures.
(e)

The specific skills the test trainer wilil help to teach.

(f) The overall usefulness of the test mortar trainer iv
teaching all aspects of mortar gunnery.
-(g)

The phaaes of training for which the test mortar

trainer are most effective -- basic individual skills, crew drill, squad

drill, section drill
(h) The types of mortars fcr which the test trainer will
provide etfective training.
c.

Data Required.

(1) For test soldier trainees, the number of test soldiers,
the types and time durations of the training periods, and the observar$ons
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test
1 supervisory perso9x7el regrding the effectiveness of thc.
tainer
as an aid to bcsic mortar training.

test mortar t

(2)
For the experienced mortar crewmen, the nuc.oer of crewmen
given refresher training, the types and time durations of the refresher
and the opinions of the crewman regarding the effectiveness

exercises,

of the Lest trainer as an aid in maintaining mortar efficiency.

(3)

A record cf all pertineun

observations regarding the

specific chatacteristics and objectives listed in t~his supporting test.

Analytical Plan.
(1) The data collected should be subjectively evaluatao to
determine if the stated criteria for the test mortar trainer have beep
d.

the test and control iteme differ significantly in realism,

met and if

versatility, and effectivenesa.
(2)

The accuracy of the mortar firing using live amwunition

should be determined by follo7,ing the p:ocedures outlined in paragraph
lld, above.

15.

Durability and Reliability.

a. Objective. To determine :f the test mortar and Zest mortar
trainer meet the durability and reliability criteria expressed in the
appropriate requirementa documents.
b.

Method.

During all test activities, special attention should bo
(1)
given to evaluating the durability and reliability of the test items.
Special -attention should be given during the entire
(2)
testing program to the maintenance effort required during both
the schedulad and unscheduled maintenance periods.
'3) Thef mean time bec-ween failures (MTBF) and the mean
time to repair (MTR) should ',, computed for both 0he test and control
items.
(4) Special attentima should also be given to repair parts
usage.

25
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c.

Data Required.
(1)

Breakage, exce.4sive wear, and other indications of failure.

(2)

A record of the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance data,

to include;
(a)

Detailed descriptions of the maintenance performed.

(b)

Times required to perform the required maintenance.

I

(c) The number of cartridges fired before and after a
maintenance period.
(d) The number of hours a test or control item was in
use prior to fatiure.
(3)

A

A record of repair parts usage, to include:
(a)

Detailed descriptions of the parts failures.

C() The number of cartridges fired prior to failure.

S~tO

failure.

d.

(c)

The number of hours the test item was in use prior

Analytical Plan.

The data collected should be subjectively evaluated to determine
the
stated
durability and reliability criteria for the test itemns ,haVe
if
been met, and if the test and control items differ significantly in their
durabilite and reliability features.
16.

Transportability (For Mortar Only).
a.

Objective.

To determine the transportability characteristics of the test
mortar, as they pertain to movement by combat-equipped soldiers, and to
transport in the field both on tactical vehicles and in tactical
aircraft.
b.

Method.

(1) The test ard control mortars should be broken down into
1-man loads and man-carried cross-country by TOE mortar squads for an
appropriate distance. Standard load-carrying equipment should be used.
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Hnoted.

~Trarnsportation difficulties and any v~ndtne dibcomfcrt which cani be
attxibuted to the physical characteri stics of tile aorters; shouL`&be
`2)

Test and control zvrtars should be euplaced ini tactical
mortar p~ositions, and then, les5 associated equipment and ammunition,
moved, if practicable, by oie, mpm for- 200 meters over identical terrain.
Any difficulties encountered during the rrmvemiont should be recox~ed.
This exercise should be repeated ,'4th, each mor-tar by three different test
soldiers, and then repeated with each mor-tar ban4-carri'ed by the appropriazte crew.
(3)

A

I

'Both the test and control mortars, wi;th all couiponents,

aeces3or_''s, and anmunition, should be transported 4n tactical vehicle~s

appropriate for the unit for a specified distance cross-countziry an
-long unimpyoved trails. Daily travel to and from the various test
areas should also be logged an h.ttldstance trvlddring
rixe testing program ihould be made a matter of record.
(41 W~hon appropri.- e for a part1cu'lar mortar being tested,
dtlivery by pTachutist should be conducted in accordance with the
pzovisions of TOP 7-3-511, Airdrzop Operations.
F

-

(5) The test and contr-_ mortars should be transported
by appro~priate airLraft i*Lr &:cordaincm with the prcxisions ef TOP 1-1-041,
Air Portability and Ai~rdrop Serwice Trestiaig.
(6) 7tr mortars designed to be carried by one ma., or in
one-manm loa&ds, consideration should be given toi using applicable
port-lops of M4T 10-2-509, Comibat E~ffectiveness Test Facility'.
c. Data Required.'
(1) D)escription of the Ltest, and distance of the carry or
vehicular micvpnent.

(2) Conditions of the test, ssuch as wteather, terrain, time
of day,. visibility,.
(3) Anthropometric data for the individual test soldiers, itien
(4)driormwon ad idiidul amsand equipment carried by
(5)

Mtoan

oiinofcryancarigdvcsused.
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(6) For items requiring, two or more men for transporting,
the following information should be noted:
(a)

SC(b)

k

Number of men required.
Load carried by each man.

(c)

Variations tested.

(d)

Relative merits of each variation.

1

(7) And difficulties encountered, and any malfunctions and
breakdowns which can be attributed -o transporting and rough handling.
(8) Pertinent comments of test soldiers, and results of
interviews and questionnaires.
(9)

Observations and comhents of test supervisory personnel.

(10)

Data acquired during the field exercises should also be

noted.
d.

Analytical Plan.

All collected data should be collated and analyzed, and then
subjectively evaluated to determine whether the test mortar met the
criteria expressed in the requirements documents, and if the test and
cantrol mortars differ significantly in their transportability
features.
17.

Maintainability.
a.

Objectives.

(1) To determine whether the maintenance functions, as listed
on the maintenance allocation chart, can be readily accomplished on the
test items by using only the authorized maintenance manuals, tools,
repair parts, and personnel skills.
(2)

To determine whether the maintenance

mauals are accurate

and adequate.
b.

Method.

(1) During the conduct of each supporting test, all scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance functions should be performed using only
authorized tools and procedures as specified in the maintenance manuals.
A record should be kept of all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance

periods.
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(2)

(soldiers as

Operator maintenance should be performed by the test
the requirement arises.

Direct and general support maintenance functions should
be performed by soldier-mechanics who possess an MOS appropriate to
the level of the maintenance effort being performed.
(3)

(4) Test soldiers and maintenance should be observed
while performing the maintenance functions and they should be questioned
to determine whether any maintenance function is unduly difficult,
requires excessive time, or reveals discrepancies prejudicial to the
ease of maintenance.

j

(5) All maintenance manuals issued with the test equipment
should be analyzed for clarity, errors, and omission.
d.
{'

Data Required.
I'l)

~item.

The amount of operator maintenance performed on each test

(2) The amount of direct support and general support
maintenance performed on each test item.
(3) The observations of the test soldiers, the test supervisory
personnel, and the maintenance personnel regarding the ease or the
difficulty of performing the proper maintenance procedures.
(4)

Data regarding any errors or omissions in the maintenance

(5)

Specific comments regarding the clarity and the overall

manuals.
adequacy of the maintenance manuals.
d.
4.

Analytical Plan.

All collected data should be subjectively evaluated to determine
whether the test itcm met the criteria expressed in the requirements
documents, and if the test and control mortars and mortar trainers
differ significantly in their ease of maintenance.
18.

Value Engineering.
a.

Ibjective.

To determine if the test mortar
,uiy unnecessary or costly features which
adversely affecting the item's essential
maintainability, performance, or mission

or test mortar trainer contain
could be eliminated without
quality, reliability,
accomplishment.
3At
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Method.

Throughout the entire testing program, test supervisory personnel
should attempt to identify any nonessential, nice-to-hbve accessories,
components, or features which they feel could be eliminated without
compromising the performance, durability, or safety of the test item.
c.

Data Required.

soldier's observations
and comments,
to include
description(1)of Test
the particular
feature, recommended
changes,
and their
reasons for their recommendations.

•,and

(2) Test supervisory personnel onservations and comments, to
include descriptions of the particular feature, recommended changes,
the reasons for the recommendations.
(3) Comments should be recorded in narrative form and should
provide the fullest possible detail, to include photographs where
necessary.

VA

d.

Analytical Plan.

All accumulated data, factual and otherwise, should be
subjectively evaluated to determine if there are any unnecessary or
costly features on the test mortar or test mortar trainer that could
be eliminated without compromising the item's performance, durability,
or safety. The evaluation should conclude with a recommendation for
specific changes to be made to the test item, when such changes seem
warranted and desirable.
Rec.-mmended changes to this publication should be forwarded to
Commanding General, U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN:
AXSTE-ME Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005. Technical
information related to this publication may be obtained from U.S.
Army Infantry Board, ATTN: STEBC-MO-M, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905.
Additional copies of this document are available from the Defense
Documentation Center, Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.
This document is identified by the accession number (AD No) printed
,on the .irst page.
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APPENDIX B
TEST -FOR CARRIER-MOUNTED MORTARS

Zia

1. In all tests, the standard carrier and carrier-mounted mortar
should be used as the control item.
2.

to determine:
The objectives of these tests are

The physical characteristics of any modifications necessary
a.
to accommodate the test mortar to the standard carrier.
b. The safe field of fire available with the carrier-mounted
test mortar.
c. The manipulation characteristics of the carrier-mounted test
mortar.
d. The ease and safety of removing misfires from the carriermounted test mortar.
e. The time required to convert from the carrier-mounted role to
a ground-mount position and to convert from the ground-mount position
to the carrier-mounted role.
f.

The accuracy of the carrier-mounted test mortar.

g.

The maximum rate of fire of the carrier-mounted test mortar.

h.

mortar.
The itability of the carrier-mounted test

i.

The durability of the carrier-mounted test mortar.

4

J.. Adequacy of ammunition and fuze storage.
k.

Adequacy of space for servicing the mortar.

Test Number 1, Physical Characteristics.
a. The test and control carrier-mounted mortars and accessories
should be given a technical inspection in accordance with the maintenance
package and placed in the best po-sible condition for the tejt program.
b. The vehicular mount adapter should be inspected foe general ease
3.

The alignment and functioning

of operation and accessibility of controls.

B-1
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of the assembled weapon and of all sliding surfaces of the collar, yoke,
and mortar tube should be checked. The major components should be
weighed, measured, and photographed, and the assembled weapon should
also be photographed mounted in the carrier.
4.

Test Number 2. Safe Field of Fire.

a. The carrier-mounted test and control mortars should be laid in
the center traverse position at the lowest possible elevation for mask
clearance.
b. The mortars should then be rotated or traversed through 6,400
mils to determine the safety limiting points. The elevation should
be increased in increments of 10 mils until the maximum safe elevation
The areas of mask clearance, referenced from the
has been determined.
and maximum elevation should be plotted on
between
minimum
carrier,
polar coordinate paper. Firing should be conducted if necessary to
verify the safe areas of fire.
5.

Test Number 3. Manipulation.

The exercise used in paragraph 7 of the basic document, modified
to conform to the safe limits of fire as determined above, should be
repeated in this test.
6.

Test Number 4, Removing Misfires.

a. Each member of the mortar crew should act as gunner and remove
three simulated misfires from both the test and control mortars. Inert
cartridges with dzmmny fuzes should be used during this test.
b. Removal time and any difficulties encountered should be recorded.
c. The removal times and any difficulties encountered in removing
actual misfires during the firing phases of this test program should
also be recorded.
7.

Test Number 5, Converting Firing Positions.

a. The test nuortar, located in a firing position a short distance
from the carrier, should be dismounted and then mounted in the carrier.
The baseplate and tripaO, assembly should be stored in the carrier, and
the mortar tube shculd be assembled to the cav'rier elevating and
traversing mechri'ism in a travel position.
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b.

The time and number of personnel required for the exercise

and the ease with which the action could be accomplished should be
determined.
This exercise should be repeated for a minimum of 3 repetitions,
c.
and an average time computed.
d. The exercise should then be repeated in reverse sequence, with
the mortar being removed from its position in the carrier and placed in
a firing position in a ground-mounted role.

I

e.

The exercise should be repeated with the control mortar.

Test: and control mortar carriers, with mortars in the travel
f.
position, should be moved to appropriate firing sites, engage in a
firing exercise (including the handling of simulated misfires), and
subsequently displace to new firing sites. Notation should be made
of the time required to place the mortar in firing position on the
carrier, the time required to accomplish the first fire mission, the
time required to remove a simulated misfire, the time required to
displace to the new firing site,

and the time required to engage

the second set of targets.
8.

Ii
I
|

j

Test Number 6, Accuracy.

To determine the accuracy of the test and control mortars,
a.
appropriate numbers of cartridge-groups should be fired in exercises
similar to those mentioned in paragraph llb of the basic document.
b. Prior to beginning the firing exercises, the carrier should be
During the firing, the mortar crew
positioned on a level surface.
and the driver, wearing fighting loads, will remain in the carrier.
Any adverse effects on the test soldiers
Ear plugs will be worn.
caused by noxious fumes, overpressure, and the like, should Le

~reported.
c.

Tactical field firing exercises similar to those outlined in

appendix C should be used to accumulate additional accuracy data.
d. Firing data should be evaluated as shown in paragraph lld of
the basic document.
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9.

4

Test Number 7. Rate of Fire.

a. The test mortar, carrier-mounted, should be fired at the
maximum physical rate of fire for a specified time period without
relay between cartridges.
b.

A

The 4ight unit should not be removed from the mortar.

c. Cartridges should be fired in this exercise with the mortar
set at the minimum safe elevation.
d. The firing exercise should be repeated with the control mortar
also carrier-mounted.
10.

Exercise Number 8, Stability.

a. The test and control mortars, carrier-mounted, should be
fired in a series of exercises similar to those outlined in paragraph
8b of the basic document.

9

t. Durir.vg these exercises, the mortars should be considered to
be at 0 degree traverse when fired directly over the center of the
rear of the carrier.
11.

I

Test Number 9, Durability.

a. The test mortar, carrier-mounted and in the traveling position,
should be driven over hard-surfaced roads, rough trails, and cross-country
tracks for the distances specified in the appropriate requirements
documents.
b. Special atteution should be given to any breakage,
or looseness conuected with the mortar.

I
f

excess wear,

c. At the completion of each travel phase. 25 cartridges should
be fired at 0 degree traverse at an elevation to yield mid-range, and
the results should be computed.

n

d. A detailed technical inspection of the mortar should be conducted
when each firing exercise has been completed.

;

12. Throughout all testing periods, particular attention should be
paid to the effect the test m;rtar has on the stowage of the mortar
carrier, and on crew safety considerations. Specific observations
should include, but should not be limited to, a consideration of the
following items of interest:
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.Stage which iuterferesi with ý-tfe firing o -themotr
aonet
can be' stowed- aeutly aidb. WIhether the morta
securely, and whether they Are easily Accessible -to the -crew.
a. Blast effects encountered.
d. Ua~ards, such as sharp projections, obstacles to movemsent,
and fire 'risks.

I.e.

Fatiguing body positions during firing.

f. Any other stcwage or safety problems introduced by mounting
the test mortar in the standard carrier.
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APPENDIX C
SUGGESTED TACTICAL EXERCISES
1. Seven different field exercises comprise this supporting test.

*

The

exercises include those situations that a mortar squad could expect to
encounter in both offensive and defensive tactical situations. The
exercises should be conducted with both the test and control mortars,
and both mortars should be subjected to the exercises concurrently from
the same general locations.
2.

Exercise 1, Preparation for Defense.
The mortar squad, with mortar, accessories, and a basic load of

ammunition, should load on a tactical wheeled vehicle and move under
In
tactical conditions approximately 20 miles to en assembly area.
the assembly area, the mortar squad should establish local security,
and should conduct the necessary preliminary preparations and planning
fire missions.
to carry out defensive
3.

Exercise 2, Primary Defensive Position.

The mortar squad should move to a planned primary defensive
position, emplace the mortar, and prepare to register. Prior to
registration, enemy indirect fire (simulated) should be said to
This fire should also force the squad
have destroyed the vehicle.
(NOTE: A
to displace by foot to a planned alternate position.
vehicle will be provided for use during the subsequent exercises).
4.

Exercise 3, Alternate Defensive Position.

The mortar squad should complete laying the mortar, registering,
and preparing fortifications in the alternate position.
5.

Exercise 4, Defensive Fires.

The mortar squad should perform three fire missions during
a.
Each fire mission should consist of an adjustment
daylight hours.
phase which should require the gunner to relay the mortar at least
four times, and a fire for effect phase which should consist of
Each of the three
firing an appropriate sized cartridge group.
phases should be
effect
cartridge groups fired during the fire for
after each cartridge
mortar
fired as rapidly as possible, relaying the
and without
another,
during
during one, after every three cartridges
relaying during the third mission.

A
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b. During
subjected to a
be represented
to perform the
hood.
6

one of the fire missions, the mortar squad should be
simulated attack in which toxic chemical agents should
by CS, CN, or Smoke, thereby fqrcing the mortar c:e4
fire mission while wearing the nroteztive mask and

tj

Exercise 5, Night Defense.

a.
The mvrtar squad should be required to perform three fire missions
during the hours of darkness.
One of the missions will consist of the
mortar squad firing its portion of one final prote..tive fire mission;

the other two missions should simuldte normal defensive fires.

N

b. The barrage firing ehould consist of at least one 15-cnrtriige
group fired as rapidly as possible without relaying the mortar and
without exceeding the prescribed maxinum rate of fire. The two
defensive fire missions should consist of both an adjustment phase,
which should require the gunner to relay the mortar at ieazt four
times, and a fire for effect phase, which should consist oZan
appropriate sized cartridge group.
c. One of the latter groups should be firAd au rapidly as
possible without relayin;, while the other should be fIrfJ &as
rapidly as possible using traversing fire te'.hrnqups.
d.

Check rounds should be used to verify data prior

the barrage
7.

fto
iri.ng

nid other fi-e wl:sions.

Exercise 6, Preparatioui for- 1-,e Attack.

a. Following - briefing on an aztack uiinsion,
should complete ir.s netissary plarni-ag.

the mortar squad

b
The mortar squad should m:.-e to an ir.ltial positiur. during the
hours of darknesj to support a simulated Infancry attack. Ir thir'
position, and while it fs still
dark. the mortar squad should lay its
mortar, although regirtrtlion aud preparatory fire.- sbould be i'lrud
during daylight hours. Preparatory firea should use zone fire
techniques.
8.

Exer ise 7, Targets. of Opportx.ait-.

a. The vortar sqtad shouid be required to drisplace hy vehicle
to a foiward position to give :onzirtuing fire sup.ozet to the sim-'latcd
Infantry attack.
4
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the mortar squad should lay the mortar,
-osition,
b. Ftom the new
reg.ist-tr, aod sbsequently adjust to targets of opportunit-.,,,
e.

as rapidly as
Two 15-cartrtdge groups should '"efired

pcssible, relaying after every three cartridges.
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The fallowing is a list of the. agencies with which chin' TOP was coordinazed:
a. Commanding Geieral. 11S A4fy Weapons Cona-)z~d, At4CPM-ME. Rack
Island, Illinois 61201. No veply recelved. Co.,.currence is ricsumed.
b. US__Army Arctic Test Center, STOEAC-1]1
reply received. Concurrence is assumed.

AP

eattle 98733.

Ne

c. US ArmI Huoman.EngineerinS lAboratory, AMME-SYS, Abe-Ideen
Proving Ground, Maryland 21005. So reply rec%:ved. Concurrence lo assumed.
d. US ArMy -Ballistics Research Laboratoies ANXMXB!4-D, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland 21005. No reply received. ."on::-jrreece is
US Army-Infantry School, ATSIN-I-M. Fort Bennin,

-:e.

f.

GeoLs ý1905.

US Army Combat Developments Command Ir-fartry Agency, CDC114-C4M,

Fort BennIng, Georaia 31905.

Reply received.

Cnurdwtotcmet

g. US Army Field Artillery Tigard, ST~EA-MO, 9:ort Siiclahzom
Reply received. Concurred without commen~t.

73503.

h. US ArMy Arrior and Engineer Boar, STEBB-HO, Fort Knoir K-ntuck
40121. Reply recei-ýred. Concurred without co~nzent.
i.

US Army~ Tropic Test Center, STIETC-O0-P, APO lif-w York GS8217.

Comment. In Paragraph 6a, add the word "any" and delelte "the" b,ýfre
t'he word "Problems", because the )reseat warding indiciktcs probliv'm3
are expected.
UJSAIB Accommodation.
reflect the cormmnt.

Concur.

Paragraph 6P_ bas been change-.I to

Cormlent. tIn Paragraph 6b(2) (f), th~e phrase "when sufficie-a. d-at;%"
needs clarification. From what isouce document car' the. nist oftics.r
refer to, 11o deceraine whea he has st.fficient date?

IUSAIB

Atucoiaiodaftron.

Nonconcur.

That Is the purpose of consul' irst with

a scar.isticA1l saalyst, as in pointed ouc in Paragraph 4.

It-

T6? 3--00

14-r, a:
ez.i

Cowrmnt-

I

Groan

SW HKYP~
Yumua ý.ri ..orta 85364.

In Paragixvilm 9b2)9(d),

suggest that spe~cific- soil conditions
In Paragraph 9b(4), the
* descriptIva t~erm-% 'siancP", "Imiid", and "t very hari ground" uore used to
specify soil corditiavs.

~~hi ret-quired rartftr Ou~tz ti-e tvord I'vi-ied."1

'%owicr.

____AccoodB!~

toefl,ýct

Pr-ragiaph 9b(2) (d) ims b~ee

changed

the coam-Sit

k. UtS Acrnv AberdeenPr2vi
Greaud, Marvlad 21005,

Ground, STEAP.MT-MAbrdeen Proving

Cowt
In Paragraph 9b(3), cilange wording to read: "Note the total
--ert4.cal and horiizontai i'asetlate Iuriug ep.ating and durln6 the Ziring
exercisea and si~ht throw-off durin~g che fir4.ng exercises," The zight
ahtniid not be )n tMe iwort.'-r *3itring seting.
USAI
Acogmdaton.Concur.

?.arjBrrApb 9b(3) has been changedi to

Coriýn - Referenze Faragrath 12c(2) (e), page 29, taking rlrnge and
;nflectim%z'r each round in -a uexin-urn pbhysier.1 rate situatlon is Nro.ry
dif~ifcalt. Surgest that c')me detaJIta big given as te' how this could
be r-complished,
iWoricuiicut. This 3upeagriap refers to~
S.4IB Acccwmod&,LLoa.
reasur'p.ments of each "ris.trid~e group'! ncr. .af o~ach "c~rtridge".
meez~urcme:ýCs cexi he rna~4e. As -A-Mdicated in the suppocting Ites'.

Group~

co,=imication-, an~d Eliactronic s Board, STUBF-tN0,
AltboZ&
RS _-A
zxsrt Brang North Caroitna 28307.
10-1 i-C 10
. and twilight,-~
In Ptragrapb i, change " .
I ag't
10'lO to 1 foot candle.4*
aild
candlaie' to' rcid"
1 cc 10) foot. candles perZain to dawn or duek and not twilight.
--

,*___tnt

rt.-)t

.1

.

By de~initinn, tvilght includes
USAIB P2,cco~dat1.on. bo,-,zz
Xnt
Board prefeses to use dawn and dusk
both%davn, and dusk. Th'li
Qs a5tfc.i partr ý-E t-ailight, and ta list them as separate items for

Lk

I:r

Page 3/
Coordination
TOP 3-3-050, !orturs
Comment.
IA Paragraph 4, page 6, delete ".
because of its newness,
or . . " A test item will not be degraded purely as a result of
its newness, but rather because the test troops were unfamiliar with
the test item.

USAIB Accommodation.
the comment.
Comment.

Concur.

In Paragraph 16b(5),

Paragraph 4 has been changed to reflect
change wording to read

"

.

.

by

appropriate aircraft in accordance with the provisions o" TOP 1-1-041,
Air Portability and Airdrop Service Testing."
USAIB Accommodation.
reflect the comment.
Comment.

•

Concur.

In Appendix C,

-In maneuver exercises.

Paragraph 16b(5) has been changed to

add provisions for airtransport and airdrop

USAIB Accommodation.
Nonconcur.
The exercises shown are suggested
exercises only and are not intended to be all-inclusive.
A test
officer is free to develop his own exercises as needed to meet his

•

own test requirements.
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